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ABSTRACT 
We study the cycle structure of those permutations of the finite field Fq. of the 
form L(x) = C~:arai& where each a, E F,. For such a permutation, the problem of 
finding its cycle decomposition of Fqn can be reduced to finding its cycle decomposi- 
tion on certain T-invariant subspaces of F,., where 2’ is the operator defined by 
T: x + xq. If L,(r) and L,(x) are in the above form, we say that L,(r) and L,(x) 
are equivalent if L,(r) and L,(r) induce the same cycle decomposition of F,., and 
we say they are strongly equivalent if they induce the same cycle decomposition in 
every T-invariant subspace of F,.. We show that these notions are not the same, and 
we give characterizing theorems for each. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let q=pm, where p is a prime and m is a positive integer, and let 
Fpn = GF( 9”) be the finite field of order 9 “, so that F,. can he viewed as a 
vector space of dimension n over Fq. In this paper we study the cycle 
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structure of those permutations of F,” of the form 
n-1 
L(x) = c a,& (1-l) 
i=O 
where each a, E F,. 
Mappings such as L(x) are indeed linear transformations of F,” and have 
been studied extensively in [1,5-71. If the a, are allowed to range over F4., 
then L(x) represents a permutation of Fqn if and only if ]u:‘~] # 0 (i, j = 
O,l,..., n - 1) with the convention that u,+~ = ui. The set of all permuta- 
tions C~~$zixq E F,.[x] of Fqn forms a group under composition modulo 
x9” - x, known as the Betti-Mathieu group, which is isomorphic to the 
general linear group GL(n, 9) of nonsingular n X n matrices over F,. 
In this paper, we consider only those permutations L(X) of the form (1.1) 
with coefficients in Fq. Linear operators of the form (1.1) have been exten- 
sively studied in [1,5-71 from various points of view. We consider them as 
polynomials (over F,) in the operator T: x + xQ. For such a permutation, the 
problem of finding its cycle decomposition of Fqn can be reduced to finding 
its cycle decomposition of certain T-invariant subspaces of F,“. We give an 
explicit solution for this problem in Section 3. 
In Section 4 we consider two natural notions of “equivalence” for 
permutations of the type (1.1). In particular, we say that Lxx) and L,(X) are 
equivalent (L,- L,) if L,(X) and L,( x in ) d uce the same cycle decomposi- 
tion of Fqn; we say that Lxx) and L,(r) are strongly equivalent (L, = L,) if 
Lxx) and La(x) induce the same cycle decomposition in every T-invariant 
subspace of F,,. We show that these two notions are not the same, and give 
characterizing theorems for each. 
In Section 5 we apply our results to the special case when n = pt. For 
L(x) a linear permutation of the type (1.1) we give an explicit formula for 
the number of functions h: Fqn + Fqn such that L(h(x)) = h(L(x)). 
In a subsequent paper we shall consider extending our results to the case 
where ~Y(x)=C~~&~xq’, where for i=O,l,...,n-1, aiEF,j with jln, SO 
that the coefficients of L(X) belong to an arbitrary subfield of Fqn. Various 
other questions and applications will also be discussed in the subsequent 
paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall now state several general results concerning linear permutations 
which will prove to be useful in the sequel. Proofs of these results can be 
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found in Vaughan [6] or in Lidl and Niederreiter [3]. Consider the operator 
T: x + x’J defined on Fpn. Numerous properties of the operator T were 
studied in Section 4 of [6]. Let f(x) = zy:$zixi with ai E F,. Then L(x) 
given in (1.1) can be written in the form L(x) = f(T)(x). It is well known 
that L(x) = f(T)(x) is a permutation of F,” if and only if (f(x), x” - 1) = 1. 
For the sake of completeness, the number of such f(x) can easily be 
determined. Let cP,(N) be the finite field analog of the Euler phi function, so 
that Qq( N ) represents the number of polynomials in Fq [ x] of smaller degree 
than the degree of N(x) which are relatively prime to N(x). Then as 
indicated in [3, p. 1221, if the degree of N(x) is 6 > 1, we have Q&N) = 
9s17~_1(1 - 9-“i), where the q’s are the degrees of the distinct manic 
irreducible polynomials in the factorization of N(x) over F,. 
If W is a subspace of Fqn, then W is said to be T-invariant if T(W) c W. 
In [6] numerous properties of T-invariant subspaces are developed, including 
the fact that if W is a T-invariant subspace of Fq. then W = kerg(T) where 
g(x) I x” - 1. We say that W is irreducible if W contains no proper nonzero 
T-invariant subspace, so that W is irreducible if and only if g(x) is irreducible 
in F,[x]. Moreover the dimension of W is the degree of g(x). 
For convenience, we state the following list of properties of T as a 
theorem. Proofs may be found in [6]. 
THEOREM 2.1. 
(a) The minimal and characteristic polynomials of T are both equal to 
X”-1. 
(b) Every T-invariunt subspace W of Fqn has a T-cyclic vecfy (genera- 
tor), that is, W has a basis of the form {a, aq,aq ,..., a4 }, where 
d-&W. 
(c) W is a T-invariant subspace ofF,. ifand only i_f W = kerg(T), where 
g(x) E F,[x], g(r) I x” - 1, and dimW = degreeg(x). 
(d) Zf W,= kerfi(T) and W,= ker&T), where J(x)E F,[x] and 
L(x) 1 x” - 1 fo7 i = 1,2, then W, C_ W, ifaand only ifffi(x) I L(x). 
3. CYCLE STRUCTURE 
In this section we determine the cycle structure of a linear permuta- 
tion of Fq. of the type L(x) -f(T)(r) with f(x) E F,[r] [and of course 
(f(r), x” - 1) = 13. 
We shalI use the following notation. 
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NOTATION. 
(a) n > 1 is a fixed integer. 
(b) L(x) = f(T)(x), where f(x) E F,[x] and (f(x), xn - 1) = 1. 
(c) n = p’n, with (n,, p) = 1, and 
xn -1=(x “I - 1)“’ = ifiIgi(x)pt> 
where the gi( x) are distinct irreducible polynomials of degree ki. 
(d) If a E F,“, then C(a) will denote the cycle of L(r) containing a, i.e. 
C(a) = (a, L(a), L’(a) ,..., L"-'(a)), 
where L”(a) = a with m > 0 minimal. The length of the cycle C(a) is 
denoted by ]C(a)]. Note that Lk(a) = a if and only if m I k. 
(e) For i = 1,. . . , 2, let Wi = ker( g,(T)), W/j) = ker( gi( T)j), and 
F n = @ W(P’). 
Q 
i=l ’ 
It will be convenient to say that two subspaces of the vector space F,” are 
disjoint when their intersection is the zero subspace. For sets, the word 
“disjoint” will have its usual meaning. 
REMARK. If W is a T-invariant subspace of F,,, and if a E W, then 
C(a) G W, since the operator f(T) commutes with T. This fact, together with 
the following lemmas, enables us to describe the nature of any cycle in Fq” in 
terms of cycles in T-invariant subspaces. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let aE F,., a # 0, and let W be the T-invariant subspace 
generated by a, that is, the subspace generated over Fq by the set of all 
conjugatesof a. Then W=kerh(T) forsome h(x)EF,[x], h(x)lx”-1. 
(4 lC(a)l h the smallest positive integer k such that h(x) I f(x)k - 1. 
(b) Define the positive integer m as folluws: For each root o of h(x), 
f(w)+O, since (f(x),x”-l)#O, and we may define O(f(o)) to be the 
multiplicative order of f(u) in the splitting field of h(x). Let m be the least 
commonmultipleof theset {O(f(u)): h(w)=O}. Thenml k. 
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Proof. (a): Suppose IC(cu)l = k. Since f(T)(x) = L(r), k is the least 
positive integer so that f( T)k( a) = a, that is, 
Since (Y generates W, then W L ker( f(T)k - I). By Theorem 2.1(d), since 
W = ker h(T), then h(x) I f(x)k - 1. Conversely, if h(x) I f(x)’ - 1 for some 
r, then W c ker( f(T)‘- Z) and f(T)‘(a) = (Y, whence k I r. This proves (a). 
(b): Suppose h(o) = 0. Then since h(x) I f(x)k - 1, we have f(o)k = 1, 
and hence 0( f(w)) divides k for all roots w of h(x). Hence m, the least 
common multiple of the integers 0( f(w)), must divide k. n 
LEMMA 3.2. Let U,, U, be disjoint T-invariant subspaces of Fqn. Let 
CYE U, and /3 E U,, with IC(a)l = j, and IC(/?)I = j,. Then IC(cu +p)I = 
Icm(j,, j,). 
Proof. Write y = (Y + p. By the assumption on U, and U,, if y = (or + /3r 
with (or E U,, /3r E U,, then or = (Y and /3r = /A The length of C(y) is the least 
positive integer t such that L’(y) = y, i.e. Lf(a + /?) = a: + /!I. Since L” is 
linear, this is to say L’(a) + L’(p) = a + /3, and hence we must have Lt( a) = a, 
LV) =P. 
Put k = lcm(j,, j,). Then we have jr I t and j, I t. On the other hand, 
clearly Lk(a + /3) = Lk(a) + Lk(p) = a + p, so t Q k, and so t = k. n 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let U r, . . . , U, be any family of pairwise disjoint T- 
invariant subspaces in Fq.. Let ai E vi, and put ji = IC(ai)l. Then 
p(a,+ -.* +q)l=lcm{j,,...,j,}. 
We now determine the cycle structure in a subspace of the type Wio”). 
Recall that Wi(l) = ker g i( T) = Wi, where g i( r ) is an irreducible divisor of 
xn- 1 of degree ki. Put W = Wi, g(x) = gi(r), k = ki, and let us change to 
subscript notation: 
Wj = kerg(T)’ (j=1,2 ,..., p’). 
Then W=WIs Wzs ... 5 Wpl. Each Wi is T-invariant, and hence 
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so that 
aEWj-wj_l implies C(o) C Wj - Wj_i. 
Let the roots of g(r) be oi,. . . , ok E Fqk, and let j be the multiplicative 
order of f(wi) in FJ. (Since the f(wi) are conjugates, they alI have the same 
order.) If t > 0, the cycle structure in WPl depends not only on j, but also on 
the quantity s defined in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 3.4. Letf(x), g(x) E F,[x], where g(r) is irreducible ofdegree 
k and g(x) t f(x) and the degree off(x) is positive. Let w be a root of&x) 
in Fqk, and let j be the order of f( w in the multiplicative group F$. ) 
(a) For any integer m > 0, g(x) I f(x)"' - 1 if and only if j I m. 
(b) Let g(x)” II f(r)'- 1, where s > 1 (that is, g(x)” I f(x)j-- 1 and 
g(x)“‘l t f(x)‘-1). Zf b>O is any integer such that (b,p)=l, then 
g(x)” II f(X)@ - 1. 
(c) Let g(x)” II f(x)’ - 1, where s > 1. Given any integer i > 0, define 
m = m(i) to be the least positive integer such that g(x)’ I f(x)“’ - 1. Zf 
1~ i < s, then m = j, and conversely. Zf pa-?s + 1 ( i < p’s fzr some integer 
a >, 1, then m = jpa, and conversely. 
Proof. (a): Note that, since g(x) is irreducible, all of its roots wi are 
conjugates in F,k. Thus all the values f(q) are conjugates in F,k, and hence 
have the same order j. Since g(x) is irreducible, then g(x) I f(x)“’ - 1 if and 
only if f(w)” - 1 = 0. Since j is the order of f(w) in FqT, then f(w)m = 1 if 
and only if j I m. 
(b): Let g(r)“~~ f(x)‘- 1, and write f(x)‘- 1= g(x)“h(x), where h(x) 
E F,[x] and (h(x), g(x)) = 1. Let b be any integer with b > 0 and (b, p) = 1. 
Then we have 
f(x)‘b=g(x)“[g(r)S’b-l)h(x)b+ ... +bh(+)]+l 
= g(x)yl(x)+ 1. 
Since (b, p) = 1, then Q(r) = bh(x) [mod g(x)], and since (h(x), g(x)) = 1, 
then (Q(r), g(x)) = 1. Then f(X)@ - 1= g(x)SQ(x) implies that g(r)” II 
f(X)jb - 1. 
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(c): Suppose g(r)” II f(x)’ - 1 with s >, 1. Let i > 1 be fixed, and define 
m = m(i) as indicated. Clearly, if 1~ i Q s, then m(i) = j and conversely. By 
(a), j I m, so that m = jp’b for integers a >, 0, b > 1, (b, p) = 1. Then 
f(x)m - 1= [f(x)‘* - lIpa, so that g(x)““O II f(x)m - 1 by (b). Then g(x)’ I 
f(x)* - 1 implies i Q spa. If u = 0, then i < s and so m = j. If i > s and 
a > 1, since g(x)spR II [f(r)’ - l] p”, then the minimality of m implies that 
b = 1 and hence m = jpa. Since g(x)“p’-l II [f(x)’ - l]PO-‘, the minimality of 
m implies that i > spa-l and the result follows. n 
REMAFUL If f(x) = a E F,*, then j is the order of a in F,* and hence 
U m = 1 if and only if j I m. Thus we make the convention that s = 1. Hence 
parts (a) and (b) of the lemma are trivial and part (c) does not apply. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Put U = W, ifs < pt, and U = W,, ifs > pt. Let d be 
the dimension of U. Then the nonzero elements of U split into (qd - 1)/j 
cycles of length j. 
Proof Let a E U = kerg(T)S, a # 0. Let X be the T-invariant subspace 
generated by a. Then X c U, and by Theorem 2.1, X = kerg( T)‘, where 
1 G r < s. Since g(x)” I f(x)’ - 1, then certainly g(x)’ I f(x) j - 1. By Lemma 
3.1(b), j is minimal and so ]C(LY)] = j. Hence the nonzero elements of U split 
into (qd - 1)/j cycles of length j. n 
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose that s < p’, and that 
P ‘-Is < p’< p’s. 
Define subspaces U_ i, U,, U,, . . . , U, of W,, as follows: 
u-i= (0) 
u,=w, 
U, = WPS 
U *-I = Wp’4, 
u, = w,,. 
Then ifaEU,-U=_i(lGadr), IC(cy)I=p”j. 
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fh$. Suppose 1 d i Q p’ and d E Wi - W,_i has [C(o)1 = m. 
Then Lm(cu) = (Y, so (Y E ker(L” - I). Since OL E Wi - Wi_ 1, we have 
W, E ker(L” - I), and hence g(x)’ I f(x)“’ - 1. Since m is minimal, it follows 
by Lemma 3.4(c) that m is one of j,pj,. . . , p’j. Suppose m = p”j. Then 
i G p”s and a! E U,. Conversely, if (Y E U,, then f(x)P’j - 1 is exactly divisible 
by g(x )pa”, anditfollowsthatif lC(a)l~ {j,pj,...,p”j},thenaEW,.,=U,. 
Hence U, - U,_ i contains precisely those a such that ~C(IY)[ = p”j. This 
completes the proof. n 
COROLLARY 3.7. With the notation of Theorem 3.6, put di equal to the 
dimensionof Vi (i= -l,O,...,r). Then Wp, contains(qdi-qdk-l)/pijcycles 
of length p’j. In particular, the maximum cycle length in W,, is p’j. n 
If p t n (t = 0), this theorem has a particularly simple formulation, since 
the quantity s is irrelevant. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let p t n, and let W = kerg(T) be an irreducible 
T-inuariunt subspace. Let j be the order of f(q) in F,k [where g(x) has 
degree k and roots ol,. . . , ok]. Then the rwnzero elements of W split into 
(sk - 1)/j cy&s of length j. n 
Because of the linearity of L(X) = Cy:iaixq’, by appropriately choosing a 
basis of F,” over Fq, one can obtain a rather simple form for the actual 
elements in a cycle of L(x). For example if L(x) = xQ, then of course the 
cycles of L(x) are the sets of conjugate elements. In general suppose 
{ Q,...,K’} is a basis of F n over F . It is easy to prove that if j > 1 
&~~I_b(cuq’) = [Lj(a)]q’ for i = 8,1,..., n(l- 1, so that by induction on j one 
can prove 
LEMMA 3.9. For each j > 1 
n-l 
U(a)= C C 
i-0 io+ ... +i,_,=i(modn) 
( io,..~~“_~)a~...a~~i.q’ (3.1) 
where ( io,...j,i,_,) 
is a multirwmial coefficient. 
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THEOREM 3.10. Zf 0 + j3 = X~:~uiaQ’ with each ui E F,, then the cycle 
ofL(x) containingj3isgivenbyC(/3)=(P,L(P),...,Lk-1(P)), where 
n-1 
D(B) = C ui[Lj(#’ (3 4 
i=O 
and Lj(a) is given in (3.1) for j = O,l,. . . , k - 1 with L’(a) = a. 
Proof. Since L(x) is linear, so is L’(x), so that for each j > 1 we have 
n-l n-l 
jy(p) = C +j(,q’) = C ~~[Lj(a)]‘~. 
i-0 i=O 
4. EQUIVALENT DECOMPOSITIONS 
In this section we consider the question of “equivalent” decompositions 
of F,n induced by different permutations. There are two rather natural 
notions of equivalence, defined below. 
Let L,(x)= fP)(x), &(x)=.&V)(x), where .fXx>,fi(x)E F,[xl and 
(fi(X)T x” - 1) = (h(x), x” - 1) = 1. 
DEFINITION 4.1. L, and L, are equivalent (induce equivalent decom- 
positions of F,.) if, as permutations, they have the same number of cycles of 
the same length. We write L, - L,, or fi - fi. 
Thus L, and L, are equivalent if and only if they are conjugates in the 
symmetric group Sq”. 
DEFINITION 4.2. L, and L, are strongly equivalent (induce strongly 
equivalent decompositions of Fqn) provided that for every T-invariant sub- 
space W of F,.,, the restrictions L, I W and La I W induce the same number 
of cycles of the same lengths in W. This is denoted by L, 5: L,, or fi = fi. 
Clearly, L, = L, implies L, - L,, but the converse is not true, as will be 
shown later by an example. We shall give necessary and sufficient conditions 
for L, = L, and for L, - L,. In case p t fl, these conditions are fairly simple. 
We use the following notation throughout this section. 
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Let n = ptnl with (n,, p) = 1. Let 
where P,(x) is irreducible of degree e,, with a root wi. 
Let Wi = ker P,(T), and for a = 1,2,. . . , p’, put 
Wi(‘)= kerP,(T)‘. 
For my f(x) E F&xl with (f(x), x” - 1) = 1, let ti be the multiplicative 
order of f(q) in F$. Let si > 0 be defined by 
Pi(x)s’llf(r)” - 1. 
Let the distinct values of the ti, arranged in increasing order, be 
Define the following T-invariant subspaces: 
and let Ki, be the dimension of Xi,. 
LEMMA 4.1. The integer Ki, is given by 
Kiy= C C ek.pYsk + C ek.pf 
k: tL = J, Sk < p’-’ Sk > p’-” 
Proof. For any integer a > 0, the dimension of Wk(‘) is aek if 1~ a < pt, 
and is ekpt if a >/ pt. Then Ki, is the sum of the dimensions of the given 
direct summands of Xi,. n 
We can now state the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let fi(x),fi(x)E F,[xl, with (.0x>, r" - 1) =(fi(xh 
x*- 1) = 1. Define the integers ti, si, Ii, K,,, u and subspaces Xi, correspond- 
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ing to fi(x), and tl, s!, Ji’, K&, u’ and spaces X& corresponding to fi(x). 
Thenf,(T) - f,(T) ifand only ifu = u’, 4 = Jj’ (i = I..., u), and K,, = Kl!y 
foreachi=l,..., uandy=O,l,..., t. 
Before proving this, we first require some lemmas. We use the notation 
L, = f,(T), L, = f,(T), C(fi, a) = (a, L,(a),. . .) for the cycle of L, contain- 
ing a, and IC( fi, a)1 for the length of this cycle; C( fa, a) is defined similarly. 
We use the notation at the beginning of this section. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose for some a E Fq” that IC( f, a)[ = pkm, (m, p) = 1, 
where m < Ii for some i d u. Then 
Proof. Put 
Y= $ 
j ( w,!pr+tjgJI,, > 
(if i = u then Y = (0)). Evidently Fg” = X@Y. 
Suppose j3 E W!P’) with t. > J. . Then by Theorem 3.6 IC( f, p)I = pat. 
for some a 2 0. By ‘Corollary 56, i++ E Y, then IC( f, y)l is the least comma; 
multiple of a set of numbers of the form p”tj with ti > Ji+ 1, and hence 
IC( f, y)l = pbx, where (x, p) = 1 and x 2 Ji+l. 
ForthegivenaEF,.,writeol=p+ywithj3EX,yEY.ThenIC(f,a)l 
= lcm(lC(f, P)b IC(f, ?)I) = P “z, where (z, p) = 1. If y f 0 then z > Ji+i. 
Thus if IC( f, a)1 = pkm, (m, p) = 1, and m < Ji, then a E X. n 
Define T-invariant spaces Vi by 
vi= @ Wp:tk=Ji 
> 
(i=1,2 ,..., u). 
k 
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LEMMA 4.4. 
(ii) Zfa E Vi, then ]C(f, a)] = pkJi for some k with 0 Q k < t. 
(iii) Xi, is the subspace of Vi consisting of all vectors a E Vi such that 
(C( f, a)[ = pk.J, where 0 G k G y. 
Proof. (i): This follows from the fact that Fq” = CBIT_~W~(P’) and each 
W.(p’) is a subspace of one of the spaces &. 
’ (ii): This follows from Corollary 3.3, Theorem 3.6, and the definition 
of vi. 
(iii): This follows from Theorem 3.6. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2: Assume that fi - fi, and proceed inductively. 
Since .Zr[resp. J/] is the smallest of all ]C( fi, a)[ [resp. ]C(fi, a)])], then 
Jr = J/. Then X,, is the space of all LY with IC( fi, a)1 = .& or 0 and X&, is the 
space of all (Y with ]C(fi, a)] = .Z; = Jr or 0. Thus dim X,, = dim Xi, follows 
from f, - fi, since fi and f2 must induce the same number of cycles of 
length Jr, that is, K,, = K;,. 
Next, X,, - X,, is the set of all a with ]C( fi, a)1 = p&. and Xi, - Xi, 
is the set of all (Y with IC(fi,a)l = pJ{. Then since fi - fi, IX,, - X,,I = 
IX;, - X;,l, so that 9 ‘II- ~~10 = Kh - 9 9 Klo, and since we already have 
K,, = K;,, we must also have K,, = K;,. Similarly, Krj = Kij for all j = 
O,l)..., t. 
!hppOSe now that Zr = Jr’, . . . , lk_ 1 = .&_ 1, and that Kj, = K&, for d 
i=l , . . . , k - 1 and y = 0, 1, . . . , t. We shall show that Zk = &’ and Kky = K&, 
for y = 0, 1, . . . , t. 
If Zk it ZL, suppose & < Zk, i.e. Zi < Z&r. Then alf elements (Y with 
]C( fi, a)1 = pv& are contained in X = @ { Wi(PL): ti 4 ]k_l}. Since fi - fi, it 
follows from the supposition above that all elements (Y with ]C(fi, a)] = p*J{ 
must be contained in X’ = @I { Wi cd): ti < JL_l= Jk_l}. But this is a con- 
tradiction, since @ { Wi(P’) : t/ = J( } is not contained in X’, and yet does 
contain elements (Y with ]C( fi, a)1 = p y.J;. Hence &’ > Zk, and similarly 
Zk >, I;, Or lk = 1;. Next, for fl(T), put 
x = @3 (WiW ti < J,_,), 
and 
Y= @ (wiwti=.Jk}, 
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and define X’, Y’ similarly corresponding to f,(T). Put 
and 
Mz=/{‘Y~X:/C(fi,LY)l=~~} (> 
and M;, Mi correspondingly for f2(T). Then M; = M,, ML = M,, and thus 
the number N of elements (Y E X@Y such that (C( fi, a)1 = Jk is given by 
N=Mr(IYj-l)+MslYl=(Mr+M,)IY(-Mr. 
Similarly the number N’ of elements (Y E X’ @Y’ such that IC( fi, a)1 = Jk is 
N’=(M,‘+ M,')\Y'(- M; =(M,+ M,)(Y'(- M,. 
Since fi - fi, then N = N’ and it follows that IY I = IY'I, that is, dimY = 
dimY’, or KkO = K;,. 
and M;, Mi correspondingly for f,(T). Then M[ = M,, Mi = M,, and the 
number N of elements (Y in X@Y with IC( fi, &)I = pY.& is given by 
N= %IXk, - Xk,y-ll+ M2lXk,L 
and the corresponding number N’ for f2(T) is 
N’= M;IX;,- X;,y_ll+ Mz'lX;,l. 
This can be rewritten as 
N= M,. (q% - qKw) + M,q% 
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and 
(since M, = M;, M, = Mi). 
Since fi - fi, then N = N’. By assumption, K;,,_i = Kk,y-l, and it 
follows that K& = Kky. 
It follows (by induction) that if fi - fi, then u = u’, Ji = .I,’ (i = 1,. . . , u), 
and 
K,I,=q, (i=l,..., U, y=O,l,..., t). 
The converse follows from Corollary 3.3. n 
If p + n, Theorem 4.2 simplifies considerably, and we can give (see 
Theorem 4.9) an easy criterion for fi and fi to be equivalent. To this end, if 
p+n and rn - 1= n;=lPi(x) with P,(x) irreducible of degree ei, let oij 
(j = l,..., ei) be the roots of P,(r) in the field Fgei. Since PI(x) = x - 1, 
mii=l. For 2<i<r we have oi.=w$l for j=l,...,ei. If f(x)EFq[x], 
we define the order sequence 0( f’, to be 
O(f) = (O(f(Wll)),O(f(W,,)),..., 
o(f(~z,,))y...,o(f(~,l))~...,o(f(~,,))), (4.1) 
where 0( f(wij)) denotes the multiplicative order of f(wij) in the field Fgei. 
Evidently, if f(r) E F,[x] and (f(r), X” - 1) = 1, then every f(qj) f 0, 
and the multiplicative order of f(wij) in Fg,, is a positive divisor of qej - 1. 
Since for fixed i, f(oij) and f(+) are conjugates, then they have the same 
order. Hence the sequence O(f) has the general form [we assume Pi(x) = 
x - l] 
(d,,d, ,...> d,,d, >... ,d,,...,d,,...,d,) 
with di > 0, di I qe’ - 1, and di occurring e, times. 
We now establish several counting results 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let S be the set of all n-tuples in F,, of the form 
(4.2) 
withaijEFqei andaij=a$’ fori=l,...,rand j=l,...,ei. 
I{f@ ):f(x)EF4[X])(=(Fq[T]/(Tn--1)j=q”. H 
THEOREM 4.7. Let p t n. Define a mapping J, j&n the set K of all 
f(x) E F,[r] of degree less than n, to the set S, by 
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Recall that n = p’ni with (n,, p) = 1. 
LEMMA 4.5. The cardinulity of S is q”l. 
Proof. For each i = 1,. .., r there are qel choices in Fqe, for ail; the 
remaining a i j are then uniquely determined. Since n, = e, + es + * * * + e,, 
the result follows. n 
LEMMA 4.6. The number of distinct f(T), with f(x) E F,[x], is q”. 
Proof. Let fi(x), fi(x) E F,[x]. Then f,(T) = $,(I’) if and only if r” - 1 
divides fi(x) - fi(x). If fi(x) and h(x) both have degree less than n, then it 
follows that f,(T) = f&T) if and only if fi(x) = f,(x). Hence 
#: f(x) + (f(%L f(w,,),...,f(w,,,)). 
Then +!I is l-l and onto. 
Proof. Since p t n, we have ]I< ] = IS]. We need only show that J/ is l-l. 
Suppose fi(x) and A(x) E F,[x] have degree less than n, and that fi( wij) = 
fi(wij) (i=l,..., r, j=l,..., ei). Then fi(wij)- fi(oij)=O, so that xn- 1 
divides fi(r) - fi(x). Since the degrees of fi(x) and h(x) are less than n, it 
must be that f,(x)= h(x). n 
REMARK. Forf(x)EF,[x],(f(x),x”-l)=lifandonlyif f(w)#Ofor 
alI roots w of x” - 1, that is, the corresponding n-tuple in S has no zero 
entries. 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let S* be the subset of S consisting of all n-tuples in S 
which have no zero entries. 
Evidently the restriction of Ic, to the set off(x) E Fg [ x] with (f(x), x” - 1) 
= 1 is a l-l onto mapping onto S*. 
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THEOREM 4.8. Let a be any n-tuple of the form 
a=(d,,d, ,..., d, ,..., d, ,..., d,) 
where d 1 ,..., d, are positive integers with diI(qei-l), i=1,2 ,..., r, and 
each occurs ei times. Then a is the order sequence O(f) for some f(x) E F,[x] 
with (f(x), x” - 1) = 1. If N is the number of such f(x), then 
Proof. We use the notation given in the definition of S. Let 1 f i Q r. 
Since F,$ is cyclic of order qea - 1, and di I q”’ - 1, then F$, contains 
precisely (p( d i) elements of order d i. Any one of these elements may be 
chosen as ai, in some sequence in S. This choice is independent of the 
choices of a jl (j # l), and the result follows. n 
THEOREM 4.9. Zf p + n, and fi(x), fi(x) E F,[x] both have degree < n 
with ( fi(x), x” - 1) = (h(x), X” - 1) = 1, then f,(T) and f,(T) induce equiv- 
alent decompositions of Fqn if and only if the order sequence 0( f,) is a 
permutation of the order sequence 0( fi). 
Proof. If fi - fi, then by Theorem 4.2, Ji = Ji’ and V, is isomorphic to 
Vi’ (i = l,..., u) with u = u’, so that it follows that 0( fi) is a permutation of 
O(h). On the other hand, if O(fi) is a permutation of 0( fi), then .& = Ji’ 
and u = u’ trivially, and the dimension of Vi’ is X.t,=lek, which is the same as 
the dimension of V,‘, so that q is isomorphic to CJ’ for i = 1,. . . , u. Hence 
fi( T) and f,(T) induce equivalent decompositions of F,“. n 
The case p I n offers no such simple condition as Theorem 4.9 supplies for 
the case p + n. Using Lemma 4.1 one could of course write out numerical 
versions for the conditions of the main theorem, but these involve the 
quantities sk as well as the orders tk, when p I n. 
We now consider the second type of equivalence, where we say that L, 
and L, are strongly equivalent (L, = L,) if for every T-invariant subspace W 
of F,., the restrictions L, I W and L, I W induce the same numbers of cycles 
of the same length in W. Since Fg” is a T-invariant subspace of itself, L, = L, 
implies L, - L, trivially. The following example shows that the converse is 
not true. 
EXAMPLE. Let p = 11, n = 2, and let r be a nonsquare in F,,. Then 
{ 1, fi} is a basis for F,,,. Let fi(x)= x - 3 and h(x)= x - 5. The two 
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one-dimensional T-invariant spaces are W, = ker(T - I) = F,, and W, = 
ker( T + Z ) = 6F,,. It is easy to check that fr( T) decomposes W, - (0) into 
two cycles of length 5, and W, - (0) into one cycle of length 10 [since 
fr( 1) = 9, which has order 5 in F$, and fi( - 1) = 7, of order 10 in Fr:]. On 
the other hand, fi(1) = 7 of order 10 and fi( - 1) = 5 of order 5, and f,(T) 
decomposes W, - (0) into one cycle of length 10, and W, - (0) into two 
cycles of length 5. Thus f,(T) and j&T) are not strongly equivalent. 
However, f,(T) and &T) both decompose F$, into two cycles of length 5 
and eleven cycles of length 10, so they are equivalent. 
Strong equivalence can be characterized in terms of the direct summands 
W.(g) of F,., where we use the notation at the beginning of this section. t 
THEOREM 4.10. Let (fi(x), x” - 1) = (h(x), x” - 1) = 1. Then f,(T) ‘- 
f,(T) if ad onb if, f or mey irreducible T-invariant subspace Wi, the 
restrictions f,(T) I Wi(g) and&(T) I Wi (P’) induce the same numbers of cycles 
of the same lengths in WicP’? 
Proof. The necessity is trivial, and the sufficiency follows from Lemma 
3.1. n 
COROLLARY 4.11. Let p t n. Then f,(T) = fi( T) if and only iffir every 
root w ofx” - 1, fi( w) and fi(w) have the same multiplicative order. 
Proof When p t n, the space Wi(P1) = W/l) = Wi is irreducible. Let w be 
anyrootof x” - 1, so that w is a root of one of its irreducible factors P,(x). 
Then in the space Wi = kerP,(T), all cycles induced byf,(T) have the same 
length jr, which is the order of fr(w), and for f,(T) the cycles all have length 
j,, the order of h(w). Then f,(T) I Wi and f,(T) I Wi induce the same 
numbers of cycles of the same length if and only if jr = j,. This completes 
the proof. l 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let p t n and (f(r), x” - 1) = 1. Let the distinct irre- 
ducible factors of xn - 1 be arranged in some fixed order Pi(x), Pa(x), . . . , 
P,(x) where P,(x) has degree ei. Let oi be a root of P,(x) for i = 1,2,. . . , 7, 
and let ji be the multiplicative order of f( oi) in Fqe2. The reduced order 
sequence for f is the sequence 
RO(f) = (jl, hp..., j,.)- 
In the rest of this section, the ordering of the Pi(x) is fixed. 
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COROLLARY~.~~. Zfp +nand(f,(x),x"- 1)=(&(x),x” -l)=l, then 
f,(T) = f,(T) ifad only if ROW = RO(f,). W 
LEMMA 4.13. I.& p t n. 
(a) Let S=(o,,o,,..., 0,) be any sequence of positive integers, satisfying 
oi I qei - 1, i = 1,2 ,..., r. Then S = RO(f) for some f(x) E F,[x] with 
(f(x), x” - 1) = 1. 
(b) Let N(S) be the number of f(x) with RO(f) = S. Then, N(S) = 
nT-=IcP(Oi)* 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.8. 
From Lemma 4.13 we may state 
COROLLARY 4.14. Zf p t n, there are 171_1~(qel - 1) strongly inequiv- 
alent decompositions of F,., where I denotes the number of divisors 
ofm. 
5. APPLICATION 
In [4] Mullen determined the number of functions over Fq which com- 
mute under substitution with a given linear permutation of Fq. In particular, 
if e(r) = bx + a where a, b E Fq with b # 0, then the number of functions 
h : Fq + F, with the property that h(8( x)) = &h(x)) was found to be 
q(Q-‘)/k, where k is the multiplicative order of b in F,*. 
We now obtain an analogous result for L(x) in the case where q = pm 
and rr = pf. Suppose L(r) = f(T)(x) is a linear permutation of F,” with 
f(x) E F,[x]. Let N be the number of functions h: F9. + F,” such that 
L(h(x)) = h( L(x)). If the degree of f(x) is positive, then as in Section 3, s is 
defined by (r - 1)” II f(x)’ - 1, where j is the multiplicative order of f(1) in 
F,*. We have s < pt - 1, since the degree of f(x) is less than n. Define the 
integer r >, 0 by p’-ls < pt < p*s, so that r = t if s < p. If f(x) is constant, 
by convention we set s = 1 and r = 0. 
We may now prove 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose L(r)= f(T)(x) is linear on Fq” with f(x) E 
F,[x], and f(x) is not constant, where q = pm and n = p’. Then 
(5.1) 
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Proof Clearly x n - 1 = (x - l)P’. If Wi = ker(T - I)‘, let V, = WpkS for 
k=O,l,..., r - 1, and set U, = W,, = F,,. From Theorem 3.6, each cycle in 
V, has length j, while each cycle in U, - V,_ i has length pkj for k = 1,. . . , T. 
Hence if d, denotes the number of cycles of length m in L(x), then we have 
(1 if m=l, 
(qS - 1)/j if m = j, 
d,=( (qp*~-qpk~‘s 
)/ 
pkj if m=pkj, k=l,...,r-1, and r>O, 
( 
p’_ p-Is 
4 q p’j if m=prj and r >O, 
\O otherwise. 
If the permutation 
have type (d,,d,,...). 
formula 
(5.2) 
L(r) has di cycles of length i, then L(x) is said to 
In [2] it is shown that the number N is given by the 
N= v( kFmkdk)d”‘T (5.3) 
where L(r) has type (d,, d,,...). Using (5.2) in (5.3), we obtain, after some 
simplification, N as given in (5.1). n 
We note that for the special case when n = 1, so that s = 1 and t = r = 0, 
(5.1) reduces to q(q-l)/j, which agrees with Corollary 2 of [4]. We also note 
that in fact the proof of Theorem 5.1 applies in the case n = 1, for in this 
case, we would have U, = U, = F,. 
It should be pointed out that not all of the functions h counted in N are 
l-l. However, by [2] we may state 
THEOREM 5.2. Zf q = pm and n = pt, then the number of functions 
h:F,.-,F,. that are l-l and have the property that L(h(x)) = h( L(x)) is 
given by ll,mdm(d,)!, where d, is given in (5.2). n 
We would like to thank the referee for pointing out an error in an earlier 
version of Lemmu 3.4. 
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